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Introduction 

This document sets out the specific arrangements the BBC has implemented to set charges for 

the goods and services BBC Global News Limited obtains from the BBC Public Service and the 

goods and services BBC Global News Limited provides to the BBC Public Service.  

Table 1 summarises the goods and services BBC Global News Limited may use from the BBC 

Public Service for which there are arrangements in place. Table 2 summarises the goods and 

services that BBC Global News Limited may provide to the BBC Public Service. Table 3 then 

summarises the different content supply arrangements between the BBC Public Service and 

BBC Global News Limited. Not all services will necessarily be provided on a regular basis. 

Tables 1, 2 and 3 also describe the BBC’s approach to charging for these goods and services. 

The remainder of this document further describes these goods and services. 

Regular reviews of activity in both BBC Global News Limited and the BBC Public Service, as 

well as of the data in our financial systems, provide assurance that all significant costs are 

covered by the transfer pricing arrangements. Where any additional or new service activity is 

identified between the BBC Public Service and BBC Global News Limited or one of its 

subsidiaries, then an appropriate transfer pricing process will be put in place.  

Part of the annual budget process includes a review of the transfer pricing arrangements. This 

identifies the need for any changes to these arrangements. This Group Trading Manual is 

updated each year and published via the BBC website; any changes to these methodologies 

and the impact thereof will also be set out. The table below sets out the previous publications 

of this document and the key changes between the current version and the prior version – 

further rationale behind the changes can be found in Appendix 1 of this document. 
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Version Published 

1.0 20/12/2017 

2.0 30/04/2018 

 

 

Amendments from previous version 

Table 1: 

 Archives: This service has been added  

 Commercial Rights and Business Affairs: Removal of support and advice from technology 

lawyers 

 Commercial Rights and Business Affairs: Apportionment methodology has been updated to 

“Based on level of advice and support, including staff time” 

 External Communications: Apportionment methodology for Press Cutting  Service has been 

updated to “Based on BBC Global News Limited’s FTEs as a proportion of total BBC Group’s 

FTEs”  

 Finance: Removal of Business Process Operations (IBM Outsourced Processes) - no service 

will be provided and no SLA is in place 

 HR: Diversity & Inclusion apportionment methodology updated to “Based on BBC Global 

News Limited’s FTEs as a proportion of total BBC Group’s FTEs” 

 HR: Internal Communications has been removed - no service will be provided and no SLA is 

in place 

 HR: HR Admin renamed to HR Services 

 HR: HR Admin Outsourced renamed to HR Services (Outsourced) 

 HR: HR Services (Outsourced) apportionment methodology updated to “Based on BBC 

Global News Limited’s dedicated FTEs as a proportion of total BBC Group’s FTEs ” 

 International Bureaux Support: This service has been added 

 Legal: Apportionment methodology updated to “Based on usage (staff time) and a fixed fee 

for the General Counsel’s time” 

 Pensions: Apportionment methodology updated to “Based on the number of BBC Global 

News Limited staff with pension schemes” 

 Policy: This service has been removed - no service will be provided and no SLA is in place 
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 Procurement: Removal of Central Agency and Procurement via Preferred Supplier Lists 

services - no service will be provided and no SLA is in place 

 Procurement: Removal of Production Insurance and Production Insurance Support services 

– no service will be provided and no SLA is in place 

 Property: Overseas property has been split out from UK property. Rental charges and 

utilities and other costs have also been split out 

 Property: The price basis and rationale have been refined 

 Quality, Risk & Assurance: Internal Audit and Risk has been renamed Business Assurance 

Services 

 Quality, Risk & Assurance: Removal of Safety, Security & Resilience services - no service will 

be provided and no SLA is in place   

 Technology: Core Technology Service and End User Compute Service (“EUC”) has been 

renamed to “Technology Governance Service” and End User Compute Service (“EUC”) 

 Technology: Non-Core Technology Service (other non-core) has been renamed to “Non-

Central Technology Service (other non-core)” 

 Training Courses and Events: Removal of Informal Events & Other training services - no 

services will be provided and no SLA is in place for these services 

Table 2: 

 Pensions: Removal of the service provided by BBC Global News Limited to the BBC Public 

Service - no service will be provided and no SLA is in place 

 Support services provided by BBC Global News Limited to the BBC Public Service: These 

support services have been split out into “Support Services – Overseas” and “Support 

Services – UK” 

 Management Service: Removal of the service provided by BBC Global News Limited to the 

BBC Public Service - no service will be provided and no SLA is in place 
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Table 1: Summary of BBC Global News Limited transfer pricing from the BBC Public 

Service 

Services Provided Price Basis Rationale Apportionment Methodology 

Archives 

Archive - including library 

service, archive systems 

Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

 

Based on usage of archive and associated 

services, including staff time 

Subscription Services Market price from contract 

agreed with external 

supplier  

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price 

 

Based on usage  

Commercial Rights and Business Affairs (CRBA)  

CRBA Central Operations and 

Support  

Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

 

Based on level of advice and support, 

including staff time  
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External Communications  

External Communications Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

 

Based on number and type of FTE 

allocated to BBC Global News Limited 

Press Cutting Service Market price from contract 

agreed with external 

supplier  

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price 

 

Based on BBC Global News Limited’s 

FTEs as a proportion of total BBC 

Group’s FTEs  

Finance  

Finance staff Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on number and type of FTE 

allocated to BBC Global News Limited 

Tax and Treasury Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

 

Based on usage (staff time) 
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HR  

Diversity & Inclusion Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on BBC Global News Limited’s 

FTEs as a proportion of total BBC 

Group’s FTEs 

HR Service Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on BBC Global News Limited’s 

dedicated FTEs as a proportion of total 

BBC Group’s FTEs 

HR Service (Outsourced)  Market price from contract 

agreed with external 

supplier  

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price 

Based on BBC Global News Limited’s 

dedicated FTEs as a proportion of total 

BBC Group’s FTEs 

HR Staff Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

 

Based on number and type of FTE 

allocated to BBC Global News Limited 

International Bureaux Support 

International Bureaux Support 

– Overseas Based Staff 

Cost-based approach BBC Public Service recharges all 

relevant costs to BBC Global News 

Limited 

Based on usage (staff) 
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International Bureaux Support 

– UK Based Staff 

Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price  

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on usage (staff) 

Legal 

Legal assistance and advice 

across the BBC Group 

Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on usage (staff time) and a fixed 

fee for the General Counsel’s time 

Marketing & Audiences 

Audience Data – bespoke 

reports or research  

If commissioned from third 

parties: Market price from 

contract agreed with 

external supplier 

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price 

Based on pass through of costs from BBC 

Global News Limited’s use of relevant 

services 

If undertaken by the BBC 

Public Service: Verifiable, 

comparable information on 

market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on reports or research 

commissioned, including staff time 

Creative Services  Market price from contract 

agreed with external 

supplier  

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price 

Based on number and type of FTE 

allocated to BBC Global News Limited or 

staff usage 
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Pensions 

BBC group pension schemes Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on the number of BBC Global 

News Limited staff with pension schemes 

Procurement  

Corporate Insurance Market price from contract 

agreed with external 

supplier  

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price 

 

Based on BBC Global News Limited 

proportion of cover required from the 

total market price BBC group pays for 

insurances  

Corporate Insurance support 

costs 

Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on usage (staff time) 

Property  

Office Space Within UK - Rent Market price from contract 

agreed with external 

supplier (if available); else 

verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Where office space is competitively 

procured, the price paid is a market 

price; in all other instances 

benchmarking data is used  to provide 

verifiable information on market price 

 

Based on floor space occupied by BBC 

Global News Limited (m²) 
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Office Space Within UK – 

Utilities and other costs 

Market price from contract 

agreed with external 

supplier 

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price 

Based on floor space occupied by BBC 

Global News Limited (m²) 

Office Space Overseas - Rent Cost-based approach BBC Public Service recharges all 

relevant costs to BBC Global News 

Limited 

Based on number of workstations 

allocated to BBC Global News Limited in 

relation to total workstations  

Office Space Overseas – 

Utilities and other costs 

Cost-based approach BBC Public Service recharges all 

relevant costs to BBC Global News 

Limited 

 

Based on number of workstations 

allocated to BBC Global News Limited in 

relation to total workstations  

Quality, Risk & Assurance  

Business Assurance Services Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on usage (staff time) 

Repeats & Re-versioning  

Repeats & Re-versioning Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

 

Based on services provided, including 

staff time and use of production 

equipment 
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Technology 

Technology Governance 

Service and End User Compute 

Service (“EUC”) 

Market price from contract 

agreed with external 

supplier  

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price  

Based on use of relevant service by BBC 

Global News Limited’s users 

Non-Central Technology 

Service (other non-core)  

If commissioned from third 

parties: Market price from 

contract agreed with 

external supplier 

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price 

Based on pass through of costs from BBC 

Global News Limited’s use of relevant 

services or share of online traffic/views 

If undertaken by BBC Public 

Service: Verifiable, 

comparable information on 

market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on usage (staff time and/or 

equipment cost) 

Technology staff  If commissioned from third 

parties: Market price from 

contract agreed with 

external supplier 

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price  

 

Based on pass through of costs from BBC 

Global News Limited’s use of relevant 

services 

If undertaken by BBC Public 

Service: Verifiable, 

comparable information on 

market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

 

Based on usage (staff time and/or 

equipment cost) 
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Training – BBC Academy 

Face to face and online 

training courses  

Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on use  

Development of new courses; 

training courses and events 

(Masterclasses) 

Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on the price to develop/deliver 

new courses for BBC Global News 

Limited, including staff time 
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Table 2: Summary of BBC Global News Limited transfer pricing to the BBC Public 

Service 

Services Provided Price Basis Rationale Apportionment Methodology 

Content 

Presenting Staff Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; BBC Global News Limited 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on number and type of FTE 

allocated to the BBC Public Service 

Scheduling Staff Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; BBC Global News Limited 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on number and type of FTE 

allocated to the BBC Public Service 

Support Staff 

Support staff - Overseas Cost-based approach BBC Global News Limited recharges 

all relevant costs to the BBC Public 

Service 

Based on number and type of FTE 

allocated to the BBC Public Service or 

staff usage 

Support staff – UK Based Verifiable, comparable 

information on market price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; BBC Global News Limited 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on number and type of FTE 

allocated to the BBC Public Service 
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Table 3: Summary of BBC Global News Limited and the BBC Public Service content 

supply arrangements  

Services Provided Price Basis Rationale Apportionment Methodology 

Content 

BBC World 

Service 

Features/Short 

Films 

Verifiable, comparable 

information on market 

price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Each title has a separate agreement which specifies the 

price for that title 

Programme and 

online content  

Verifiable, comparable 

information on market 

price 

Benchmarking data provides a market 

price range; the BBC Public Service 

then uses its internal cost base to set a 

transfer price in line with the market 

benchmark 

Based on commissioning control (consistent with the 

market for branded news content):  

 BBC Global News Limited commissioned: BBC Global 

News Limited holds full commissioning control, 

therefore total content price is apportioned to BBC 

Global News Limited 

 BBC Public Service commissioned: BBC Global News 

Limited holds no commissioning control for this BBC 

branded content, therefore no price is charged (as 

approximation to market price. Under ‘incremental 

costing’ methodology) 

 Joint commissions: commissioning control is shared, 

therefore BBC Global News Limited and the BBC 

Public Service determine each party’s contribution 

for different pieces of content based on who the 

primary commissioning party is and the relative value 

of the programme to each commissioning party 
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Third party 

rights/licences 

Market price from 

contract agreed with 

external supplier 

External supplier appointed using a 

competitive open market process. Price 

paid to contractor for service is 

therefore a market price 

Based on pass through of costs from BBC Global News 

Limited’s use of relevant services 
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Further description of goods and services the BBC Public 

Service provides to BBC Global News Limited 

ARCHIVES 

BBC News provides an Archive Library Service to BBC Global News Limited which includes the 

provision of research, management and loans services to facilitate access to and management 

of BBC News archive content.  

  

In addition, BBC Global News Limited also has access to number of third party licensing and 

subscription services via BBC Platform, which are charged on a per user basis. 

 

Access to both the BBC News Archives and third party services does not include the right to 

reuse any archive content. Users must obtain all necessary permissions and content, and make 

all necessary payments, for any reuse of archive content accessed via BBC Archive Systems.  

 

COMMERCIAL RIGHTS AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS  

CRBA Central Operations and Support  

The CRBA Central Operations service provides advice and support from the BBC’s central 

CRBA team, and includes lobbying and negotiating deals with talent unions and rights owners 

on behalf of BBC Global News Limited as part of the BBC Group. BBC Global News Limited is 

charged for a number of managerial and rights management posts within the BBC Public 

Service team who provide operational and decision making support to BBC Global News 

Limited. 

 

Given the nature of these services, appropriate safeguards are put in place (including NDA’s, 

confidentiality clauses, Terms of Use) where relevant to ensure that information is kept 

confidential.  

 

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS  

External Communications Service – Staff and Project Costs 

 
The External Communications service includes weekend and out of hours support & advice on 

issues regarding public relations, the media, and public affairs specific to BBC Global News 

Limited, designed to help promote BBC Global News Limited services to the global industry 

and/or defend BBC Global News Limited’s reputation when necessary.   

There are a number of External Communications posts in International News teams and/or in 

Public Affairs that are part dedicated on an ongoing basis offering aforementioned support to 

BBC Global News Limited.  

Press Cutting Service 

 

The Press Cutting service includes early bird round ups, BBC daily media news and BBC 

national press for BBC Global News Limited staff identified by the business.  
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FINANCE  

Tax and Treasury 

The Tax team provides stewardship and controllership to all matters relating to corporate and 

employment taxes and VAT. The Treasury team provides stewardship and controllership to all 

matters relating to Treasury, including cash and liquidity management.  

HR 

Diversity & Inclusion 

The Diversity & Inclusion service includes the provision of BBC Group diversity and inclusion 

policies and strategies, to enable BBC Global News Limited to draw on the widest possible 

range of experiences, talent and ideas.  

HR Service 

The HR Service includes the HR service centre, HR management information service and the 

HR specialist services. It includes services such as general HR advice, support and guidance, on 

boarding, HR helpdesk, benefits and pension information, and freelance management. Other 

services are provided by specialist outsourced suppliers.  

HR Staff  

The HR function plays a business partnering related role, with a focus on forward looking, 

large scale and/or high-impact people, talent and Organisational Design (OD).  

There are a dedicated of posts within HR that deal exclusively with BBC Global News Limited.  

INTERNATIONAL BUREAUX SUPPORT 

The International Bureaux Team support and facilitate the work of the overseas editorial 

teams in BBC News, and by extension BBC Global News employees located across 60+ BBC 

News Bureaux globally. The team are responsible for managing non-editorial staff and 

providing support services (e.g. lease negotiations and facilities management, HR and payroll 

support, transport, security and risk advice to offices and individuals, health and safety, 

business continuity, day-to-day business administration, legal compliance) both globally and 

locally in BBC News offices across the Americas, Europe, Russia, Africa, the Middle East, South 

Asia and Asia Pacific (some of which house BBC Global News Limited staff).  A central 

management team, based in London, supervise these services both on a regional and service 

basis, ensuring compliance with BBC best practice and local legislation and leading on major 

projects/moves. This team is also supported by a team of accountants who have financial 

oversight of the service globally, and provides an interface with other BBC professional 

services such as design and engineering, project management, safety, risk and security, HR, 

legal, and other areas. Bureaux managers - employed locally - manage these offices, providing 

overall supervision of local office management and reporting back into the London-based 

team. 
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LEGAL 

The Legal department provides legal assistance and advice across the BBC Group. BBC Global 

News Limited is able to engage and seek counsel from the following legal departments: 

General Counsel’s office, commercial legal, litigation, employment law, intellectual property, 

trademark enforcement (via the ITMF) and rights; workplace, and competition legal.  

MARKETING AND AUDIENCES  

Audience Data 

BBC Global News Limited receives reports on audience data visiting its websites from the BBC 

Public Service via a third party supplier; it may also commission bespoke reports or research 

from the Marketing & Audiences team.  

Creative Services  

Creative Services involves the provision of show reels, packaged clips, promotional reels, unit 

stills, iconic shots, design work (including guidelines and imagery) and copywriting, as 

requested by BBC Global News Limited. 

PENSIONS  

The BBC’s principal pension scheme offered to all staff is its defined contribution pension 

scheme, LifePlan. This scheme offers to match employee’s contributions; the average matched 

contribution is eight per cent. In addition to this scheme, the BBC also has a number of legacy 

defined benefit pension schemes which are closed to new members but remain open to new 

accrual by existing members. BBC Global News Limited staff includes members of both 

schemes. The BBC Public Service staff who work with BBC Global News Limited are also 

members of both schemes.  

PROCUREMENT  

Corporate Insurance and support costs 

Corporate Insurance and Production Insurance Support provides specialist insurance advice on 

insurance coverage, management and payment of claims falling within the corporate insurance 

arrangement; and ensures global compliance statutory and contractual insurance 

requirements in the UK and abroad. 

PROPERTY  

Rental Charge 

BBC Global News Limited is based in properties throughout the UK and the rest of the world. 

A charge for each UK location is determined, either based on the market price the BBC pays to its 

external supplier, or based on a market benchmark on the price of equivalent class of office space 

in the same geographical location (e.g. a cost per m²). Any costs not relevant to the space provided 

to BBC Global News Limited are removed (e.g. resilience, broadcast connectivity and technical 

costs required for broadcast-critical operations that BBC Global News do not use), and then this 
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price is broken down based on the Net Internal Area (NIA) for that building to arrive at a cost 

per m². BBC Global News Limited is then charged based on the proportion of the NIA it uses.  

For overseas property, a cost-based approach is adopted, where the rental charge is based on 

the number of workstations allocated to BBC Global News Limited in relation to total 

workstations. 

Utilities and Other Costs 

Other costs include services such as rates, utilities, security, insurance, catering, maintenance 

and other such related costs which are incurred throughout the course of business. For the UK, 

all of these costs are set through an open market process, where the BBC have negotiated 

contracts with third parties, or are fixed externally (in the case of rates). In overseas territories, 

a cost-based approach is adopted, where utilities and other costs are apportioned based on the 

number of workstations allocated to BBC Global News Limited in relation to total 

workstations. 

QUALITY, RISK & ASSURANCE (QRA) 

Business Assurance Services and Risk 

The Internal Audit department is an independent, objective assurance and advisory function. It 

involves the assessment of the effectiveness of BBC’s internal controls, management of 

financial risk and compliance with regulation and policy. 

REPEATS & RE-VERSIONING 

Repeats & Re-versioning 

Television and Media Operations takes content acquired and commissioned by BBC Global 

News Limited and repurposes and reversions it for broadcast on BBC Global News Limited’s 

platform, for example editing of content to World News’ required durations (including 

insertion of breaks for advertising). 

BBC News and BBC Sport also reversion content commissioned by the BBC Public Service for 

BBC Global News Limited for distribution online and on BBC World News.  

TECHNOLOGY 

Core Technology Service and End User Compute (EUC) Service 

The Core Technology Service consists of technology governance, information security, 

telephony service, circuits and networks, supported applications, specialist change support, 

infrastructure storage, core support, technology support, and Nations’ technology. 

The EUC Service relates to system access and software licensing for each user within BBC 

Global News Limited.  

Non-Core Technology Service  

The Non-Core Technology service involves providing digital products and/or services, such as 

software development, software licensing, software tools, content management services, 
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publishing infrastructure, operational services, hosting, distribution and cloud services, 

network playout, digital content delivery, information security services and Research & 

Development (R&D) products and services.  

Technology Staff 

The Technology team sits within the Design & Engineering division of the BBC. Design & 

Engineering delivers products, platforms and services globally, supporting the BBC's digital 

products and services. 

Technology Staff are employed by the BBC Public Service and provide technology expertise 

and direction to BBC Global News Limited to ensure the effective delivery of all technology 

services that drive BBC Global News Limited’s operations. 

From time to time, the BBC Public Service also employs staff from a third party contractor for 

specific project work and these staff provide technology expertise and direction to BBC Global 

News Limited. 

TRAINING – BBC ACADEMY 

BBC Academy is the BBC’s in house training department, which provides a number of training 

services pan-BBC, including training courses and events. A range of online training is provided 

at no cost to BBC Global News Limited and to third parties – charges are incurred though if 

specific BBC Global News Limited training is produced by the BBC Academy. 
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Further description of goods and services BBC Global 

News Limited provides to the BBC Public Service 

CONTENT 

As part of day to day operations the BBC World News channel scheduling team provides 

support to the BBC Public Service. BBC Global News Limited employs presenters who also 

work for the BBC Public Service. 

SUPPORT STAFF – OVERSEAS AND UK 

Support staff are split into the below categories:  

Finance 

BBC Global News Limited provides financial support to the BBC World Service in India.  

Legal 

The BBC Global News Limited Legal department provides legal assistance and advice to the 

BBC World Service in India. 

Marketing & Audiences 

The BBC Global News Limited Marketing & Audiences team provides analysis and advice on 

audience data, reporting and insight requirements for the BBC Public Service, as well as 

marketing materials and social media campaigns.  
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Further description of content supply arrangements 

between BBC Global News Limited and the BBC Public 

Service  

 

BBC World Service Features/Short Films 

BBC Global News Limited buys, on an ad hoc basis, the rights to distribute BBC World Service 

content originally shown on and commissioned by the BBC World Service, including BBC 

Arabic and BBC Persian. This could be completed programmes, although BBC Global News 

Limited may also reversion this content for broadcast, including, for example translation into 

English.  

Programmes and online content 

Programmes and online content are priced based on commissioning control, consistent with 

the market for branded news content.  

For programmes and online content commissioned by BBC Global News Limited, BBC Global 

News Limited holds full commissioning control. As a result, programme prices are set within 

the benchmarked range, reflecting all elements involved in making these programmes, 

including, for example, production facilities, presenters and newsgathering. 

For programmes and online content commissioned by the BBC Public Service, BBC Global 

News Limited holds no commissioning control. As a result the BBC Public Service does not 

charge BBC Global News Limited for branded programmes. This is within the benchmarked 

range and is consistent with the market for branded news content. 

For programmes and online content which are jointly commissioned by both the BBC Public 

Service and BBC Global News Limited, commissioning control is shared. As a result, 

programme prices are set within the benchmarked range based on who the primary 

commissioning party is and the relative value of the programme to each commissioning party.  

Third party rights/licences   

BBC Global News Limited pays the BBC Public Service for the relevant third party rights or 

licences the BBC Public Service buys from third parties.  
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Appendix 1 – Amendments to methodologies and policies 

from the previous Group Trading Manual 

The below table set out any material amendments which have been made to the charging 

methodologies provided since the publication of Version 1.0 (20 December 2017) of the group 

trading manual, alongside the rationale for the change.  

Service Change Rationale Impact on charges 

Amendments to the BBC Global News Limited transfer pricing from the BBC Public Service 

Commercial 

Rights and 

Business Affairs 

Apportionment 

methodology has been 

clarified to “Based on, 

level of advice and 

support, including staff 

time” 

The change in 

description increases 

clarity and transparency 

No impact on 

charges – change 

clarifies the 

description of 

methodology only 

External 

Communications 

The apportionment 

methodology has been 

clarified to “Based on BBC 

Global News Limited FTEs 

as a proportion of total 

BBC Group’s FTEs” 

The change in 

description increases 

clarity and transparency 

No impact on 

charges – change 

clarifies the 

description of 

methodology only  

HR: HR Services 

(Outsourced) 

Apportionment 

methodology updated to 

“Based on BBC Global 

News Limited’s dedicated 

FTEs as a proportion of 

total BBC Group’s FTEs ” 

due to the SLA update 

process 

The change in 

description increases 

clarity and transparency 

No impact on 

charges – change 

clarifies the 

description of 

methodology only 

HR: Diversity & 

Inclusion 

Apportionment 

methodology updated to 

“Based on BBC Global 

News Limited’s dedicated 

FTEs as a proportion of 

total BBC Group’s FTEs” 

The change in 

description increases 

clarity and transparency 

No impact on 

charges – change 

clarifies the 

description of 

methodology only 

Legal A fixed fee for the General 

Counsel’s time is charged, 

hence the apportionment 

methodology has been 

updated to reflect this 

 

The change in 

description increases 

clarity and transparency 

No impact on 

charges – change 

clarifies the 

description of 

methodology only 
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Property The following changes 

have been made to the 

property section: 

 The rental element of the 

property has been split 

out from utilities and 

other property costs 

 Overseas and UK 

property has been split 

out 

 The price basis and 

rationale has been 

refined to specify that 

property is charged at 

either market price, or a 

benchmarked price 

 The apportionment 

methodologies for 

UK/Overseas rent and 

UK/Overseas utilities and 

other costs have been 

clarified 

 The description of the 

property service has been 

refined to reflect the 

above changes 

The previous version of 

the Group Trading 

Manuals stated that the 

overall property costs 

were benchmarked  

The revisions that have 

been made add further 

clarity and transparency 

of the different charges 

that are included within 

the property charge  

No impact on 

charges – change 

clarifies the 

description of 

methodology only 

Amendments to the BBC Global News Limited transfer pricing to the BBC Public Service 

Support services 

provided by BBC 

Global News 

Limited to the 

BBC Public 

Service 

The support services have 

been combined into 

“Support Services – 

Overseas” and “Support 

Services – UK” 

Staff are based both 

overseas and in the UK, 

with benchmarking of 

staff salaries covering 

the UK. 

As a result, the GTM has 

been split out to 

condense these support 

functions into one line 

for the UK, and one line 

for overseas, where BBC 

Global News Limited 

employs fewer than 20 

FTE’s 

No impact on 

charges – change 

clarifies the 

description of 

methodology only. 

 


